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ABSTRACT

Context. Recent near-infrared data have contributed to the discovery of new (obscured) massive stellar clusters and massive stellar
populations in previously known clusters in our Galaxy. These discoveries lead us to view the Milky Way as an active star-forming
machine.
Aims. The main purpose of this work is to determine physically the main parameters (distance, size, total mass and age) of
Masgomas-1, the first massive cluster discovered by our systematic search programme.
Methods. Using near-infrared (J, H, and KS) photometry we selected 23 OB-type and five red supergiant candidates for multi-object
H- and K-spectroscopy and spectral classification.
Results. Of the 28 spectroscopically observed stars, 17 were classified as OB-type, four as supergiants, one as an A-type dwarf star,
and six as late-type giant stars. The presence of a supergiant population implies a massive nature of Masgomas-1, supported by our
estimate of the cluster initial total mass of (1.94 ± 0.28) × 104 M�, obtained after integrating the cluster mass function. The distance
estimate of 3.53+1.55

−1.40 kpc locates the cluster closer than the Scutum-Centaurus base but still within that Galactic arm. The presence of
an O9 V star and red supergiants in the same population indicates that the cluster age is in the range of 8 to 10 Myr.
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1. Introduction

Massive stars are key components in the Galactic evolution.
They change the star formation rate, ionize their surrounding
media with their winds, strengthen the formation of other stars,
or deplete their native clouds through their own birth. They are
short-lived objects, and their impact on the interstellar medium
also occurs on short times scales, playing a crucial role in the
energy balance, dynamics, and chemical evolution of their host
galaxy. We often find them embedded in obscured massive clus-
ters characterized by high-extinction regions. Unfortunately, ow-
ing to this strong extinction, the optical detection of these ob-
jects is difficult, but they can be detected and observed using
near-infrared instrumentation. All-sky surveys such as 2MASS
(Skrutskie et al. 2006), GLIMPSE (Benjamin et al. 2003), and
UKIDSS (Lawrence et al. 2007) have allowed the discovery of
the most massive stellar clusters in the Galaxy. Nevertheless,
the census of massive clusters is far from complete; up to
100 clusters with a mass greater than 104 M� may remain hid-
den (Hanson & Popescu 2008). Systematic search programmes
for these objects are necessary for a full understanding of
our Galaxy.

The MASGOMAS project (Marín-Franch et al. 2009) has
recently started a systematic search for massive cluster candi-
dates in the Galactic disc. In a quick exploration using our search

algorithm we have found a new massive cluster candidate, lo-
cated near the direction of the Scutum-Centaurus arm base, and
previously unidentified in the literature.

In this exciting region, where the Scutum-Centaurus arm
meets the Galactic central bar, several red supergiant clusters
have been found: RSGC 1 (Figer et al. 2006; Davies et al. 2008),
RSGC 2 (Davies et al. 2007), RSGC 3 (Clark et al. 2009a), and
Cl Alicante 8 (Negueruela et al. 2010). These massive clusters
(each of them having a total mass estimate greater than 104 M�)
are remarkable because of their population of red supergiant
(RSG) stars, ranging between 8 and 26 RSGs. Their presence
within a concentrated area in the Galactic plane (l = 24◦−29◦)
and a similar distance (d ∼ 6 kpc), makes this region extremely
interesting for searching massive cluster candidates.

The first new massive cluster candidate discovered by our
group, and labelled as Masgomas-1, is located in the Galactic
plane near the Scutum-Centaurus base (l = 33 .◦112, b = +0 .◦42,
and α2000 = 18h50m15s, δ2000 = +00◦21′04′′). Masgomas-1
lies near the IRAS source IRAS 18497+0022, a very bright ob-
ject in the Spitzer 8.0 μm image, which extends over ∼0.35◦
(see Fig. 1). In the surroundings of Masgomas-1 we find two
other IRAS sources (IRAS 18476+0017, IRAS 18476+0019),
and the radio source GPSR 033.086+0.434. An inspection
of 2MASS photometry of the smaller area within the square
in Fig. 1 reveals the presence of three bright and red stars
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Fig. 1. Spitzer 8.0 μm image section for the region around IRAS 18497+0022. The Spitzer section covers an area of 15 × 50 square arc minutes
and includes Masgomas-1, shown as observed with LIRIS on the left side of the image. The length of the orientation arrows is 2.5 arcmin.

(KS < 6 and J − KS ∼ 4), separated by ∼2 mag in KS from the
other field stars. This characteristic has been observed previously
in the red supergiant population of RSGC 1, 2, 3, and Alicante 8,
making these three Masgomas-1 stars red supergiant candidates.

In this article we describe our systematic search for mas-
sive stellar candidates based on the detection of OB-type star
candidate over-densities (Sect. 2) and spectrophotometric ob-
servations of Masgomas-1 (Sect. 3). In Sect. 4 we describe the
near-infrared photometry of the cluster, the spectral classifica-
tions of the 28 spectroscopically observed stars, and the proper
motion measures for 20 of them. An analysis of the cluster phys-
ical parameters (distance, extension, mass, and age) is given in
Sect. 5. Our main results are summarized in Sect. 6.

2. Systematic search of obscured clusters
and candidate selection

For our preliminary cluster search we have used 2MASS pho-
tometry (Skrutskie et al. 2006), focused on Galactic coordinates
in the ranges l = 20◦−45◦ and b = 0◦−5◦. This area was divided
into smaller regions of 5 × 5 square degrees. Only stars with J-,
H-, and KS-bands and good data quality (defined by photometric
errors less than 0.1 and quality flags equal to “AAA”) were used
in the candidate search.

To select OB-type star candidates, we have filtered the pho-
tometry using the following criteria:

1. KS magnitude less than 12: by defining this limiting mag-
nitude we aimed to prevent Poisson noise, derived from the
field stellar distribution, from prevailing over the candidate
over-densities.

2. Red (J − KS) colours: unreddened foreground disc stars ex-
hibit bluer colours in the CMD. To eliminate most of these
stars from our systematic search, we applied a cut in (J−KS),
discarding objects with (J − KS) < 0.5.

3. Reddening-free parameter between −0.3 and 0.3: the
reddening-free parameter QIR, described by Comerón &
Pasquali (2005) and Negueruela & Schurch (2007), has a
value close to zero for OB stars. Considering photometry
errors we define a range for QIR where OB-star candidates
would be expected. However, because A- and early F-type
stars can mimic the QIR of an OB star, contamination by
these stellar types is plausible.

Using the sources that fulfil the previous criteria, which assures a
selection of OB-star candidates, we looked for over-densities of
these stars to identify them as massive cluster candidates. One of
these cluster candidates, without previous identification in the
literature, is Masgomas-1.

For Masgomas-1 most of the OB-type star candidates de-
tected as an overdensity using the near-infrared data does not
appear in optical images of the region. Even the central bright
stars marked with red circles in Fig. 2 remains undetected in
optical bands. The overdensity is concentrated within a ∼1 .′5 ra-
dius and triplicates the number of OB-type candidates found in
a control ring, which is concentric and covers same area as the
central search area.

3. Observations of Masgomas-1

We based our study of Masgomas-1 on broad-band near-infrared
imaging (J, H, KS), medium resolution multi-object spec-
troscopy (H and K) and long-slit spectroscopy (H and K).
All data were acquired with LIRIS, a near-infrared im-
ager/spectrograph mounted at the Cassegrain focus of the 4.2 m
William Herschel Telescope (WHT; Roque de Los Muchachos
Observatory, La Palma). A summary of the observations is given
in Table 1.

3.1. Imaging

The cluster candidate was observed on 2010 June 23 using
LIRIS, an infrared camera equipped with a Hawaii 1024 ×
1024 HgCdTe array detector, with a field of view of 4.2′ × 4.2′
and a spatial scale of 0 .′′25 pixel−1. Images were obtained for
filters J (λC = 1.250 μm, Δλ = 0.160 μm), H (λC = 1.635 μm,
Δλ = 0.290 μm) and KS (λC = 2.150 μm, Δλ = 0.320 μm), with
seeing values between 0 .′′69 and 0 .′′80.

To improve cosmic-ray and bad-pixel rejection, and to con-
struct the sky image for subtraction, we observed on a nine-
point dithering mode. Data reduction (bad-pixel mask, flat cor-
rection, sky subtraction and alignment) was made with FATBOY
(Eikenberry et al. 2006) and geometrical distortions were cor-
rected with the LIRIS reduction package LIRISDR1. The final
KS image for Masgomas-1 is shown in Fig. 2. In the KS image,
as well as for the J and H images, three bright stars stand out,

1 http://www.iac.es/project/LIRIS
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Table 1. Summary of imaging and spectroscopic observations.

Observation mode Date Filter Exp. time Seeing
[s] [′′]

Masgomas-1 field imaging 2010-06-23 J 108.0 0.80
2010-06-23 H 36.0 0.76
2010-06-23 KS 36.0 0.69

Multi-object spectroscopy (R ∼ 2500), mask A 2010-06-23 H 4800.0 0.76
2010-06-24 K 4800.0 0.80

Multi-object spectroscopy (R ∼ 2500), mask B 2010-06-25 H 1920.0 0.84
Long-slit spectroscopy (R ∼ 2500) 2010-06-23 H 720.0 0.64

2010-06-24 H 480.0 0.56
2010-06-24 K 320.0 0.60
2011-09-15 H 420.0 0.55
2011-09-15 K 260.0 0.72
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Fig. 2. LIRIS KS image of Masgomas-1; the stars observed spectroscop-
ically with the multi-object masks are shown with red squares (early-
type stars), and green diamonds (A- and late-type disc stars). Bright
stars observed with long-slit spectroscopy are marked with red circles.
The position of star s02, observed with long-slit, is not shown in the fig-
ure because it lies 30 arcsec to the right of the field. Blue ellipses cor-
respond to the 1σ positional uncertainties for the IRAS 18476+0017
(central) and IRAS 18476+0019 (lower) sources. The (blue) cross
shows the position of the radio source GPSR 033.086+0.434.

two of them in the centre of the field (s03, s04 and s05). These
two central bright stars, observed with long-slit spectroscopy as
described in next section, set the centre of our cluster candidate.
We also marked in the image the position of the spectroscopi-
cally observed OB-type candidates. Most of the candidates are
concentrated around the aforementioned bright central stars, and
the central coordinates of the OB-type candidates overdensity
coincide with the position of the bright central stars.

Instrumental photometry was made with DAOPHOT II,
ALLSTAR and ALLFRAME (Stetson 1994). The photometry
was cleaned of non-stellar and poorly measured objects us-
ing ALLFRAME sharp index (−0.25 < sharp < 0.25) and
PSF fitting σ (less than 0.1). The photometric calibration for
the three filters was performed using sources from the 2MASS
catalogue. We selected 362 isolated and non-saturated stars

with photometry in 2MASS, well distributed over the images
and the (J − KS) − KS colour−magnitude diagram. For stars
with KS less than 9 mag, we adopted the 2MASS photometry,
due to saturation.

The astrometrical calibration was performed with SKYCAT,
matching physical and equatorial coordinates for 14 sources that
are well-distributed in our LIRIS image. Typical values for the
fitting rms were less than 0.15 arcsec for the three bands, which
was adequate for the mask design requirement.

3.2. Infrared spectroscopy

The near-infrared spectra were obtained on 2010 June 23−25,
and 2011 September 15, using multi-object and long-slit spec-
troscopy observing modes.

For the multi-object spectroscopic (MOS) mode we designed
two masks for OB-type stellar candidates. Mask A contained
thirteen stars and mask B ten stars. The selection of stars consid-
ered a KS dispersion less than 2 mag for the same mask to avoid
large differences in the integration times and the spectral signal-
to-noise ratios (S/Ns). We also selected stars with reddening-free
parameter QIR between −0.3 and 0.3 (characteristic of OB-type
stars) and KS less than 12.5 mag.

The mask design also took into consideration the spectral
range derived from the slit position. Slits located in the right
half of the detector obtain spectra from 1.55 to 1.85 μm in the
H-band and from 2.06 to 2.40 μm in the K-band. These spectral
ranges include the He i 1.70 μm, He i 2.11 μm, He ii 2.57 μm,
and He ii 1.69 μm lines, which are required for early-type stellar
spectral identification and classification.

Objects for mask A were observed using the H and K pseu-
dogrism, and those for mask B with the H pseudogrism. The
spectral resolution of the pseudogrisms was λ/Δλ ∼ 2500 and
seeing values during observations, measured from the telluric
lines in the spectra, were between 0.76 and 0.86 arcsec. Slits
vary between 9 and 10 arcsec long and 0.85 arcsec wide.

For long-slit spectroscopy we selected five bright red super-
giant candidates. Stars with similar magnitudes were paired to
obtain spectra with similar S/Ns. The slit was 0.75 arcsec wide
and, because we used the same pseudogrism as for the MOS ob-
servations, the resolution was also λ/Δλ ∼ 2500.

We observed with an ABBA strategy (the star is located in
positions A and B in the slit, the positions then being sequen-
tially changed); with this mode, we were able to remove the sky
from the spectra by subtracting spectra at position A from spec-
tra at position B, and vice versa. Flat-fielding, spectral tracing,
sky subtraction, coaddition, and extraction were applied using
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Fig. 3. Calibrated colour–magnitude (left) and free-reddening parameter-magnitude (right) diagrams for Masgomas-1. The red segmented arrow in
the left panel shows AKS = 3.00. Main sequence and supergiant sequence, shown in black, are located without reddening at the distance determined
in this study (3.53 kpc). In the right panel the red segmented lines show the limit for the QIR parameter used in the systematic search. The
expected QIR and KS magnitude for the dwarf and giant sequences located at the distance determined in this study (3.53 kpc) are also shown in
black. In both diagrams the positions of the spectroscopically observed stars are marked with blue (multi-object spectroscopy) and red numbers
(long-slit spectroscopy). We marked the stars located in the central regions of both diagrams with blue circles and amplified the regions in the
upper squares, where the observed stars are marked with blue numbers. We used visual magnitudes and intrinsic colours from Cox (2000) for
deriving the dwarf, giant, and supergiant sequences.

IRAF2 for the long-slit spectra and LIRISDR, a package de-
veloped specifically for LIRIS data, which uses the information
from the mask design files for the MOS spectra.

Combining the individual spectra, we discarded cosmic rays
and hot pixels that might mimic spectral lines. For wavelength
calibration, argon and xenon lamps were observed, both lamps
(continuum-subtracted) being used to calibrate the K-band spec-
tra and the argon lamp only for the H-band spectra.

Three A0 V stars were observed as telluric standards:
V 1431 Aql, HD 177724, and HD 167163. Telluric subtraction
was carried out using XTELLCOR (Vacca et al. 2003), an IDL
program that, applying a high-resolution synthetic model of an
A0 V star (the spectral type of our standard) over the observed
telluric standards, produces the calibration spectrum with the

2 iraf is distributed by the National Optical Astronomy Observatories,
which are operated by the Association of Universities for Research
in Astronomy, Inc., under cooperative agreement with the National
Science Foundation.

telluric lines. This spectrum was then used to correct our science
spectra with the IRAF task TELLURIC.

4. Results

4.1. Colour–magnitude diagram

From the cluster’s CMD we selected the OB-type candidates, us-
ing the QIR selection method described in Sect. 2. The differen-
tial extinction seems to be high for Masgomas-1, as can be noted
by the range of colour where the cluster candidate OB stars are
distributed (see Fig. 3).

In the right panel of Fig. 3 the QIR parameter for dwarf and
giant stars can be seen. Note that it is easy to separate both lu-
minosity classes using the reddening-free parameter. In the same
figure it is also noticeable that A- and early F-stars can mimic an
OB star, as mentioned in Sect. 2; contamination by A- or F-type
stars is expected in our set. Finally, we also find stars that satisfy
the QIR requirement (e.g. stars with the numbers 2, 18, and 22),
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Table 2. Spectroscopically observed stars.

ID RA (J2000) Dec (J2000) J H KS Spectral type AKS Distance
[ h m s] [ ◦ ′ ′′] [mag] [mag] [mag] [mag] [kpc]

Star cluster candidates:
1 18 50 17.398 +00 22 04.77 14.843 13.101 12.204 B1 V 1.83+0.03

−0.02 3.69+2.54
−1.75

3 18 50 19.420 +00 21 41.15 14.089 12.051 10.925 O9 V 2.21+0.01
−0.03 2.95+0.88

−1.20

4 18 50 16.434 +00 21 31.44 14.316 12.671 11.839 B0 V 1.74+0.02
−0.03 4.50+1.80

−2.14

5 18 50 16.555 +00 21 21.69 13.817 11.987 11.033 O9.5 V 1.95+0.01
−0.03 3.14+0.82

−1.08

6 18 50 16.500 +00 21 07.01 13.976 12.193 11.162 B0 V 1.96+0.02
−0.03 2.98+1.19

−1.42

7 18 50 17.481 +00 20 56.26 14.307 12.438 11.400 O9.5 V 2.03+0.01
−0.03 3.58+0.94

−1.23

8 18 50 15.903 +00 20 44.31 13.821 12.261 11.317 O9.5–B0 V 1.76+0.02
−0.03 3.70+1.21

−1.86

9 18 50 16.185 +00 20 35.77 14.958 12.848 11.603 O9.5 V 2.33+0.01
−0.03 3.43+0.90

−1.18

11 18 50 23.945 +00 19 57.52 13.762 11.880 10.995 O9 V 1.95+0.01
−0.03 3.43+1.02

−1.40

12 18 50 23.091 +00 19 47.64 13.535 11.496 10.456 O9 V 2.15+0.01
−0.03 2.44+0.73

−0.99

13 18 50 22.271 +00 19 28.18 15.505 13.357 12.205 B0 V 2.29+0.02
−0.03 4.15+1.66

−1.98

15 18 50 17.303 +00 20 59.01 14.889 12.955 11.843 B0 V 2.12+0.02
−0.03 3.79+1.52

−1.81

16 18 50 16.837 +00 21 12.35 13.697 12.006 10.999 B0 V 1.90+0.01
−0.01 3.51+1.05

−1.43

17 18 50 17.036 +00 21 46.69 14.326 12.485 11.471 B0 V 2.00+0.02
−0.03 3.39+1.35

−1.61

19 18 50 13.554 +00 21 03.23 13.606 11.895 10.981 B0 V 1.84+0.02
−0.03 2.90+1.16

−1.38

20 18 50 12.329 +00 20 46.68 14.829 13.25 11.96 B0 V 2.00+0.02
−0.03 4.23+1.69

−2.01

21 18 50 10.573 +00 20 25.64 13.727 12.028 11.071 O9.5 V 1.87+0.01
−0.03 3.32+0.87

−1.14

s01 18 50 17.623 +00 21 30.65 10.812 8.893 7.839 A2 I 1.89+0.03
−0.01 3.58+0.31

−0.54

s03 18 50 15.408 +00 20 58.07 9.232 6.625 5.299 M2 I 1.99+0.02
−0.06 4.00+2.82

−0.43

s04 18 50 15.620 +00 21 07.46 9.563 6.984 5.649 M2 I 1.98+0.02
−0.06 4.72+3.33

−0.51

s05 18 50 14.117 +00 22 39.56 9.300 6.477 4.938 M1 I 2.25+0.01
−0.06 2.74+1.03

−0.16

Fore-/background stars:
2 18 50 21.558 +00 21 52.31 13.720 12.636 12.054 A0 V 1.10 1.18
10 18 50 14.005 +00 20 06.94 11.281 9.966 9.472 G9–K2 III 0.74 1.32
14 18 50 20.709 +00 21 17.59 10.994 9.638 9.065 G9–K2 III 0.82 1.06
18 18 50 15.788 +00 21 46.06 10.752 9.775 9.391 G0 III 0.61 0.81
22 18 50 10.445 +00 21 03.80 10.499 9.603 9.143 G9–K2 III 0.44 1.31
23 18 50 08.513 +00 22 11.42 11.019 9.528 8.94 G6 III 1.01 0.67
s02 18 50 28.354 +00 21 13.44 11.348 8.935 7.818 K–M I–III · · · · · ·

Notes. Equatorial coordinates, near-infrared magnitudes (J, H, and KS), and spectral classification are given for all stars. For those stars with
determined luminosity class are given also the estimated extinction and distance.

but their bluer colours in the CMD might correspond to fore-
ground stars. Spectral classification for this set of stars will
clarify the nature and cluster membership for these candidates.

The final group of candidates corresponds to bright and red
stars (KS < 8 mag and (J − KS) > 3 mag). These bright objects
are red supergiant candidates, separated from the rest of the stars
by a >∼2 mag gap in KS. Because these stars are the brightest in
the field, they would limit the spectroscopy integration time if
they were included in the MOS, causing poor S/N spectra for the
dimmer stars. To avoid this, they were observed using long-slit
spectroscopy.

The multi-object mask design also considers the positions of
the candidates over the field of view. Because the cluster bound-
aries do not appear to be clearly defined in the LIRIS near-IR
images, we included stars not only from the central region of the
image but also from the external regions. This would help us to
derive information about the membership of stars separated from
the central part of the cluster. Besides this, the number and po-
sitions of slits in the mask are limited by the spectral overlap in
the dispersion axis and the different spectral range observed as a
function of the slit position in the field of view. It is necessary to
ensure that the spectral range includes the spectral features used
for the spectral classification.

4.2. Spectral classification

We based the near-IR spectral classification of the OB stel-
lar types on Hanson et al. (1996) for the K-band, and Hanson
et al. (1998) for the H-band spectra. For later spectral types we
used Meyer et al. (1998) and Wallace & Hinkle (1997) for both
bands. The characteristic lines for each spectral type were com-
plemented with a visual comparison between our spectra and
other spectral catalogues, with H- and K-band spectra at simi-
lar resolutions (Ivanov et al. 2004; Ranade et al. 2004; Ranada
et al. 2007; Hanson et al. 2005). For the assigned spectral type
we assumed an error of ±2 subtypes, similar to Hanson et al.
(2010), and Negueruela et al. (2010). Table 2 contains the co-
ordinates, near-infrared magnitudes, and spectral types for the
spectroscopically observed stars. The positions of these stars in
the CMD and pseudo-colour magnitude diagram are presented
in Fig. 3. Spectra from masks A and B, and bright stars spectra
observed with long-slit are shown in Fig. 4.

One feature that required especial consideration is the spec-
tral ghosts caused by inner reflections in the LIRIS MOS mode.
These ghosts appear as emission lines in the image and, if they
coincide with the dispersion region defined by a slit, they can
mimic a spectral emission line. Because the mask is the origin of
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Fig. 4. Individual H-band (left) and K-band spectra (right) from mask A, mask B, and long-slit observations. The spectral features used for the
spectral classifications are labelled in grey. Spectra are arranged from early- to late-type stars. The bottom red spectrum corresponds to the telluric
correction.
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ghosts, their positions depend on the slit positions in the mask.
After a 180◦ rotation and shifts in δx = −60 pixels and δy =
−45 pixels the slit positions coincide with the ghosts positions,
making their identification easier.

A visual inspection allowed us to separate the 28 spec-
tra into three groups. The first one is formed by spectra with
He i 1.70 μm, He i 2.11 μm, and the Brackett series; this is char-
acteristic of OB-type stars. Spectra of stars with the numbers 1,
3−9, 11−13, 15−17, and 19−21 belong to this group.

The second group is formed by stars with the Brackett series
as the only feature in the spectra. Stars number 2 and s01 form
this group.

Finally, stars 10, 14, 18, 22, 23, s02, s03, s04, and s05 present
Mg i 1.58−1.71 μm lines, Al i 1.67−1.68 μm lines, 12CO Δν = 3
(12CO (6, 3) at 1.62 μm), and 12CO Δν = 2 bands (12CO (2, 0)
at 2.29, 12CO (3, 1) at 2.32 and 12CO (4, 2) at 2.35 μm),
characteristic of late type stars.

The classification of stars from the first group (OB-type) is
based on the Brackett series depth, and the presence (and depth)
of He i 1.70, 2.06, and 2.11 μm lines. The absence of He ii lines
indicates spectral types later than O8 for all our stars.

Stars number 3, 11, and 12 are the earliest stars from this
group according to their weak Brackett series and the He i 1.70
and 2.11 μm lines. Only H i (4−12), (4−13), and (4−14) are evi-
dent, looking similar to O8 V stars (e.g. HD 13268, Hanson et al.
2005), but due to the absence of He ii 1.69 μm line the spec-
tral type cannot be earlier than O8.5 V. The depth and shape of
He i 1.70 μm and 2.11 μm are similar to O9.5 V stars (for exam-
ple, HD 37468, Hanson et al. 2005). Because the He i 2.06 μm
emission line is not covered into the catalogue spectra, we can-
not separate the spectral type for these three stars. Spectral
type O9 V is assigned to stars number 3, 11, and 12.

Stars number 5, 7, 8, 9, and 21 display the deepest
He i 1.70 μm of the spectral set. Inspection of the sky spec-
tra from their slits discarded the contamination by nebular
He i emission, which could have produced an excess of sky cor-
rection and thus extra absorption. The depths of this He i line,
together with Brackett lines H i (4−11) and H i (4−10), resemble
the spectrum of O9.5 V stars (for example, HD 37468, Hanson
et al. 2005). For stars number 5, 7, 9, and 21 we assigned spec-
tral type O9.5 V. In the case of star number 8 the Brackett se-
ries is slightly deeper, similar to HD 149438 and HD 36822
(B0.2 V stars, Hanson et al. 2005), hence the spectral type for
this star is between O9.5 and B0 V.

For stars number 13, 19, and 20, the Brackett series
looks deeper than for stars number 11 and 12. The depths of
He i 2.11 μm and H i (4−7) are similar to spectral B0 V types
(for example, HD 6165 Wallace & Hinkle 1997). Spectral
type B0 V was therefore adopted for these stars.

Spectra from stars number 1, 4, and 6 show clear Brackett
series until H i (4−15). The H i (4−7) line is deeper than
He i 2.11 μm, indicating dwarf luminosity class (e.g. B1 V star
HD 191639 and B1 V HD 31726; Hanson et al. 1996). The sim-
ilarity of the Brackett series and He i lines to the mentioned stars
implies a B1 V spectral type for star number 1. For stars num-
ber 4 and 6, the depth of He i 1.70 μm and the similar H i (4−10)
line to stars number 13, 19, and 20 imply an earlier spectral
type (B0 V).

Finally, three stars from this group (stars number 15, 16,
and 17) exhibit narrow He i 1.70 μm that would indicate lumi-
nosity class III. Unfortunately, the lack of K-band spectra – and
the associated He i 2.11 μm line – does not allow a clear dif-
ferentiation between luminosity classes V and III. Nonetheless,
the individual distance estimates for these three stars under the

assumption of a luminosity class III are higher (5.80, 5.16 and
6.12 kpc for stars number 15−17) than the calculated for lumi-
nosity class V, which agrees with the rest of the stars. Because
for both luminosity classes the estimated individual extinctions
are the same, we consider it to be highly unlikely that these
three stars belong to another cluster located at ∼5.5 kpc, in the
same line of sight as Masgomas-1, without additional extinc-
tion. These arguments, together with the central position of the
stars in the cluster’s field of view favour luminosity class V for
these three stars. The clear Brackett series between H i (4−15)
and H i (4−10) implies a spectral type B0 V.

The spectrum of star number 2 presents neither He i nor
He ii lines. The H i (4−7) line indicates a star later than B8 V
(HD 169990, Hanson et al. 2005), and fits an A0 V star (for ex-
ample, HR 5793, Meyer et al. 1998). Later spectral types show a
deeper line. The Brackett series fits an A0 V star from H i (4−18)
to H i (4−11) (e.g. HD 122945, previously observed with LIRIS,
and HR 7001, Meyer et al. 1998). The blue colour for this star
compared with the other observed stars and the A0 V spectral
type indicate that star number 2 is a foreground star.

As mentioned previously, stars number 10, 14, 18,
22, and 23 show lines characteristic of late-type stars
(e.g. Mg i 1.58−1.71 μm, Al i 1.67−1.68 μm, and 12CO Δν =
3 bands). The 12CO Δν = 2 bands of star number 10 are simi-
lar in depth to an early K III star. The Mg i 1.58−1.71−2.28 μm
and 12CO Δν = 3 bands are characteristic of G9−K2 III stars
(e.g. HR 7328, HR 5340 or HR 7806, Meyer et al. 1998). Star
number 10 is classified as a foreground G9−K2 III source.

The H-band spectra of stars number 14 and 22 are similar to
the spectrum of star number 10. A better spectral classification
than obtained for star number 10 without the K-band spectra is
not possible. Hence, for stars number 14 and 22 we assigned the
same spectral type as for star number 10.

The spectra of stars number 18 and 23 look similar to
the spectrum of star number 10 but with minor differences.
Star number 18 shows a smaller 12CO Δν = 2 band and
Mg i 1.58−1.71 μm lines. The H-band spectrum is similar to
that of a G0 III star (for example, HR 4883, Meyer et al. 1998),
which is the spectral type assigned to star number 18. The spec-
trum of star number 23 has deeper Mg i 1.58−1.71 μm lines
than star number 18. Because its spectrum looks similar to that
of star HR 4716 (G6 III star, Meyer et al. 1998), we assigned
a G6 III spectral type to this star.

Long-slit spectra for the five bright stars (s01, s02, s03, s04,
and s05) show the characteristics of giant/supergiant stars. For
example, the spectrum of s01 is dominated by a narrow Brackett
series, typical of luminosity class I (Meyer et al. 1998). The ab-
sence of He i 1.70 μm discounts a late B-type star, and the depth
of the hydrogen lines is similar to that for an A I star. The depths
of the Ne ii line at 1.77 μm and the H i (4−10), (4−11), (4−12),
and (4−13) lines indicate an A2 spectral type for s01 (like star
HR 7924, Meyer et al. 1998).

The spectra of s02, s03, s04 and s05 show strong
12CO Δν = 3 and 12CO Δν = 2 (for s03, s04 and s05) bands as-
sociated with late K−M giant and supergiant stars. For s03, s04
and s05, the equivalent width (EW) of 12CO (2, 0) corresponds
to luminosity class I. For them we measured EWs03 = 31.37 Å,
EWs04 = 31.47 Å and EWs05 = 27.89 Å, in the region be-
tween 2.294 and 2.304 μm. For early M-stars, these values lie in
the supergiant zone in the relation given by Davies et al. (2007),
but differences in the spectral lines and molecular band depth for
the early M-star subclasses are hard to find at our spectral res-
olution. For s03 and s04 the depth of the 12CO Δν = 3 bands
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is more similar to an M2 (e.g. HD 14479; Meyer et al. 1998)
than to an M1 star (e.g. HD 339034; Meyer et al. 1998) or to an
M4-5 source (e.g. HR 7009; Meyer et al. 1998). The depth of
s05 is indicative of an earlier spectral subtype (M1 I).

For star s02 the luminosity class is not straightforward to
define because of the lack of K-band spectroscopy. The softer
continuum (compared with s03 and s04) and the distance from
the cluster centre (∼3.2 arcmin) support a fore-/background giant
star classification for s02, but we cannot clearly decide between
luminosity classes III or I for this object.

4.3. Proper motion

To measure OB-type and supergiant stars proper motions, we
followed a similar procedure as described by Peña Ramírez
et al. (2011). We used the 2MASS image as the first epoch
and the LIRIS image as the second epoch, with a time base-
line of 10.88 years. The spatial transformation between both
epochs image coordinate systems was performed with 370 re-
solved stars well distributed over the whole LIRIS image, with
KS < 14. For stellar positions we used the centroids given in the
2MASS catalogue and the coordinates derived from LIRIS pho-
tometry. Objects classified as early-type and supergiants were
excluded from the set of calibration stars to avoid the inclusion
of cluster stars in the transformation calculation. The dispersion
of the transformation is 0.25 pix for x and 0.30 pix for y. Because
these values are higher than the errors in the object’s centroid de-
termination, we adopted them as mean proper motion errors.

After obtaining the parameters for the transformation, we
calculated the pixel shifts for the four supergiants (stars s01,
s03, s04, and s05) and the OB-type stars (stars number 3−6, 8,
11−13, 17, and 19), OB-type stars without 2MASS photometry
were not included in the proper motion determination. To finally
convert the pixel shifts into proper motions, we divided by the
time baseline between both epochs (i.e. 10.88 years), and mul-
tiplied by the pixel scale of LIRIS image. The obtained proper
motions are presented in Fig. 5.

In Fig. 5 we present in grey dots the proper motions for
the references stars. This group of stars could include uniden-
tified cluster members, foreground and background stars. Proper
motions for the identified cluster stars and six foreground stars
are labelled with the same identification numbers as used in
Sect. 4.2. In the figure we can see that most of the LIRIS field of
view stars are within the 2σ uncertainty ellipse. No proper mo-
tion difference between cluster and fore-/background stars can
be detected with our resolution.

5. Discussion

5.1. Distance estimate

Using the estimated spectral types, we derived individual dis-
tances for the cluster stars. Assuming the absolute visual magni-
tudes from Cox (2000), intrinsic infrared colours from Tokunaga
(2000), and the Rieke et al. (1989) extinction law with R = 3.09
(Rieke & Lebofsky 1985), the extinction for the KS band may be
expressed as

AKS =
EJ−KS

1.514
=

EH−KS

0.561
· (1)

Extinction ranges from 1.10 to 2.33 mag for AKS , or AV be-
tween 10.15 and 21.49 mag. In Table 2 we present the val-
ues of extinction and individual distances for the OB-type stars
and the supergiant stars. The mean of these individual distances

Fig. 5. Proper motions for OB-type and supergiant stars of
Masgomas-1. Grey circles indicate the proper motions for stars with-
out spectral follow-up (unidentified cluster members, foreground and
background stars), and black numbers show the proper motion for clus-
ter massive stars, classified spectroscopically. Red numbers indicate the
proper motion for foreground stars, derived from the spectroscopic ob-
servations. In the bottom right corner of the figure we show the mean
error for the proper motions (Δ(μα cos δ) = 5.′′75 and Δ(μδ) = 6.′′91).
Ellipses represent 1σ and 2σ proper motion uncertainties.

is 3.53+1.55
−1.40 kpc, our estimate for the distance to Masgomas-1.

For comparison we estimated the individual distances using the
Indebetouw et al. (2005) extinction law, obtaining lower values
for them. The mean distance estimated using this extinction law
is 3.50+1.55

−1.40 kpc, which is consistent with the estimate obtained
using the Rieke et al. (1989) extinction law to within the errors.
Late-type giant stars were excluded from the distance estimate
because their individual distance estimates imply that they are
not part of the cluster and probably belong to the disc population.

Even if Masgomas-1 is located in the same direction as the
base of the Scutum-Centaurus Arm our estimate positions the
cluster closer than the red supergiant clusters (RSGC). Distances
for RSGC 1, 2, 3 and 4 (6.60, 5.83, 6, and 6.6 kpc respec-
tively; Clark et al. 2009a; Negueruela et al. 2010) indicate that
they belong to the intersection of the tip of the Galactic bar
and the base of the Scutum-Centaurus Arm. Our estimate of
3.53 kpc and the galactic coordinates for Masgomas-1 place it
in the Scutum-Centaurus arm itself but without any evidence
relating it with the star-forming region located in the intersec-
tion between the end of the Galactic bar and the base of the
Scutum-Centaurus arm.

5.2. Mass and age estimate

We estimated the total mass of Masgomas-1 by integrating the
initial mass functions, fitted to the cluster mass function. This
was performed separately for a Salpeter and a Kroupa initial
mass function (IMF). The Salpeter IMF (Salpeter 1955) was fit-
ted to the cluster’s massive population: the O-type dwarf and
the supergiant stars. We used this IMF for the first estimate to
compare it with the values given by RSGC 3 and Cl Alicante 8.
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The O-type dwarf population is formed by eight stars with
spectral type between O9−O9.5 V and mass between 15 and
18 M� (Martins et al. 2005). The integration of a Salpeter func-
tion indicates that a 11 000 M� initial mass is expected for the
cluster to have a population of eight O-type dwarfs. This number
could be underestimated, because we only included those stars
in the population that were observed spectroscopically and with
the subsequent spectral classification.

For the supergiant population, formed by stars s01, s03,
s04 and s05, the same method indicates that a cluster of
8000−9000 M� is required to host a population of four super-
giant stars, with initial mass of ∼20 M�, determined using evo-
lutionary tracks from Marigo et al. (2008).

In both populations we integrated the Salpeter IMF from log
(M) = −1.0 dex to 1.3 dex. The first limit corresponds to the
stellar lower limit (∼0.1 M�) and the second one corresponds
to the most massive star detected in our work for Masgomas-1.
Our estimate for the total mass of Masgomas-1 is between 8000
and 11 000 M�.

This estimate agrees with the initial total mass obtained for
other clusters with a red supergiant population. For RSGC 3,
Clark et al. (2009a) estimated a total mass of (2−4) × 104 M�,
and for Cl Alicante 8 (Negueruela et al. 2010) the total initial
mass is estimated to be 2 × 104 M�. Both clusters contains eight
supergiants, therefore a higher initial total mass is expected. Our
total mass estimate also agrees with the simulations presented
by Clark et al. (2009b), where three red supergiants are expected
for clusters with a total mass over 104 M�.

The second estimate of the cluster total mass was obtained
using the cluster initial mass function, ranging from ∼3 M� to
∼30 M�. The mass function was derived from the luminosity
function, corrected for the field stellar contribution using a con-
trol field. We fitted a Kroupa IMF (Kroupa 2001) to the mass
histogram and integrated within the same limits used for our first
estimate (i.e. from log (M) = −1.0 dex to 1.3 dex). Because we
had no LIRIS photometry for a control field, we used UKIDSS3

(for K > 9.3) and 2MASS (for KS < 9.3) photometry for both
Masgomas-1 and control fields. The circular area for the con-
trol field is centred on α2000 = 18h49m47s, δ2000 = +00◦13′36′′,
and it has a radius of 3′. The same radius was used to obtain the
photometry for the Masgomas-1 field.

To correct the difference between both photometric systems,
we used the transformation equations given by Carpenter (2001).
For the UKIDSS photometry we used data for J < 18.1, H <
16.8, and K < 16.1, to ensure completeness close to 1.0 for the
data. These limiting magnitudes were determined from the star
count histograms for each filter, the magnitude where the star
counts start to decrease was defined as the limiting magnitude.

To obtain the luminosity and mass functions for both
fields, we followed the same procedure as described by
Ramírez Alegría et al. (2011). First, we projected every star
following the reddening vector to the dwarf star sequence, lo-
cated at our estimated distance, and defined by the magnitudes
and colours of Cox (2000). This sequence is expressed analyt-
ically by two lines, one from O9 V to A0 V and the second
from A0 V to G2 V. The cut in G2 V arises from the selected
limiting magnitude for the UKIDSS photometry.

3 The UKIDSS project is defined in Lawrence et al. (2007). UKIDSS
uses the UKIRT Wide Field Camera (WFCAM; Casali et al. 2007). The
photometric system is described in Hewett et al. (2006), and the cali-
bration is described in Hodgkin et al. (2009). The pipeline processing
and science archive are described in Hambly et al. (2008).

Fig. 6. Mass function for Masgomas-1. The points indicate the central
position of the mass range indicated above. The segmented red line
shows the Kroupa IMF fitted to the data.

Once the stars in the Masgomas-1 and the control field
CMDs were projected following the reddening vector to the line-
fitted main sequence, we derived the luminosity functions. We
converted the K magnitude to stellar mass using the values given
by Cox (2000), obtaining the mass functions. For magnitudes
that were in between values from the catalogue, we interpolated
between the two closest values.

After subtracting both mass functions (i.e. Masgomas-1 field
minus control field), we obtained the cluster initial mass function
(shown in Fig. 6). We fitted a multiple segment Kroupa IMF4,
and integrated it in the range 0.10 to 20 M�, obtaining a total
mass for Masgomas-1 of (1.94 ± 0.28) × 104 M�. This value is
higher than estimated by fitting a Salpeter IMF only to the mas-
sive cluster population, but it considers a wider range of mass
for the cluster population, and confirms the massive nature of
the cluster.

For the age estimate we derived information based on the
earliest main-sequence star or the presence of red supergiant
stars. In the first case, the O9 V star indicates an age upper limit
of 10 Myr, which is the time spent by an O9 star in the main se-
quence, depending on the initial rotational velocity (Brott et al.
2011).

On the other hand, the M-type red supergiants position in the
CMD could be described with an isochrone, but caution has to
be taken because the supergiant’s intrinsic colours are not well
constrained. As mentioned by Negueruela et al. (2010), the ex-
tinction correction for supergiants can be made incorrectly due
to colour terms or the structure of their atmospheres. Because
of that, we prefer not to estimate the cluster age by fitting an
isochrone to the predicted intrinsic magnitudes and colours of
the red supergiants.

4 As mentioned by Clark et al. (2009b), an estimate of the total mass
cluster by integrating a Salpeter IMF overestimates the low-mass stars
contribution, resulting in a difference of ∼30% between the two total
mass estimates.
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According to Davies et al. (2007), red supergiants are ex-
pected in massive clusters after ∼6 Myr, which is a lower limit
that is compatible with the upper limit set by the O9 V star. In
their Fig. 2, we can see that a 2 × 104 M� cluster of ∼ 6.5 Myr
should contain 3 or 4 red supergiants. For less massive clus-
ters the needed age for that number of red supergiants would
be higher, but hardly higher than the upper limit set by the earli-
est main sequence star in Masgomas-1. For example Fig. 3 from
Clark et al. (2009b) shows that a 104 M� cluster would present
three red supergiants after ∼10 Myr, still an upper limit consis-
tent with the one set by the presence of an O9 V cluster star.

With these arguments, we estimate an age for Masgomas-1
between 8 to 10 Myr.

6. Conclusions

As part of our systematic search and physical characterization
of massive stellar clusters, we completed a spectrophotomet-
ric study of Masgomas-1, the first cluster discovered by our
MASGOMAS project. This study was completed using photo-
metric and spectroscopic LIRIS data obtained at the WHT.

With the new near-infrared data and the reddening-free
QIR parameter, we selected 23 OB-type candidates for H and
K spectroscopy. Five bright red stars from the Masgomas-1 field
of view were selected as red supergiant candidates and for H
and K spectroscopy. These 28 stars were spectrally classified
and individual spectrophotometric distances were estimated for
the OB-type and supergiant stars. The individual distances and
the associated individual extinctions are consistent with a com-
mon distance for all objects. For all supergiants (one yellow and
three red) and ten of the OB-type stars, we measured proper mo-
tions. The resolution of the proper motion measures did not al-
low us to find differences between the individual distances of
these stars.

Using the individual distance estimate, we obtained a dis-
tance to Masgomas-1 of 3.53+1.55

−1.40 kpc, placing Masgomas-1 in
the Scutum-Centaurus arm, but far from the arm base.

For the cluster total mass we obtained a lower limit, ad-
justing a Salpeter function to the most massive stars in our
work. Integrating this function between 20 and 0.1 M�, we ob-
tained a total mass of (0.8−1.1) × 104 M�. We repeated this
procedure using the initial cluster mass function fitted with a
Kroupa function. Integration of this function in the same mass
range confirms the massive nature of Masgomas-1 (i.e. over
104 M�), and gives a higher estimate for the cluster’s total
mass: (1.94 ± 0.28) × 104 M�.

The cluster age could be limited in two ways: an upper
limit given by the earliest star in the cluster’s main sequence of
10 Myr, and a lower limit given by the presence of the M-type
supergiants, estimated between 6.5 and 10 Myr. The latest limit
varies according to the total initial mass of the cluster, which
remains compatible with the upper limit of 10 Myr set by the
presence of the O9 V star.
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